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ABSTRACT 
The linear regression model is considered where the parameter vector may be 
simultaneously constrained by an ellipsoid and inhomogeneous linear restrictions. 
Using the minimax approach, estimators are developed which combine sample infor- 
mation and prior constraints. Specific attention is paid to the case when the restric- 
tions are valid only for a subvector. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the linear regression model 
y=xp+u, E[u] =O, Cov[u] = a2V, (1.1) 
where y is an n x 1 vector of observations on the dependent variable, X is an 
n x k matrix of observations on k explanatory variables, 2~ is an n X 1 vector 
of unobservable disturbances, and j3 is an unknown k x 1 vector of parame- 
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ters. The positive definite (p.d.) matrix V is known, and the scalar a2 > 0 is 
also assumed to be given for the present. 
In many practical regression situations there is some prior knowledge 
about the parameter vector j3. Using the minimax approach, it will subse- 
quently be shown how ellipsoidal (full and partial) and linear restrictions on j3 
can be combined to obtain more reliable estimates than the classical data 
based, least squares method. 
2. RESTRICTED MINIMAX ESTIMATION 
In the following we are interested in estimating the quantity BP, where R 
is a given 9 x k matrix. We assume that the parameter vector /3 is simulta- 
neously a member of the concentration ellipsoid 
Q= {PEIWk((p-Po)‘T(P-Po)~c} (2.1) 
and the affine subspace 
Y= {pERklR/3=r}, (2.2) 
where T is a known k X k p.d. matrix, R is a known m X k matrix, and 
&EIWk, TEIW” are also known. To avoid trivial cases we suppose that the 
set 
.@::=dnLf (2.3) 
is nonvoid. We will give a necessary and sufficient condition for ZB # 0 which 
may be easily examined in applications. Without loss of generality let c = 1. 
To estimate B/3, and to incorporate the prior information j3 E ~8 ap- 
propriately, we consider the class of heterogeneous linear statistics 
9(B;d,)= {dld=B[d,+C(y-Xd,)],CEIWkX"}, (2.4) 
where d, E Iw k is a constant initial guess of p to be specified independently 
of y in a suitable manner. 
Our objective is to find an optimal C,,, E Iw kx” such that the weighted 
risk 
R,(d, B/3) := E[(d - BP)'A(d - BP)], (2.5) 
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where A denotes a 4 X 9 nonnegative definite (n.n.d.) matrix of weighting 
factors, becomes minimal in the worst situation. This leads to the minimax 
principle: 
minimize ~=ti~R,( d , B/3 ) (2.6) 
with respect to d E .9( B; d,) or, equivalently, with respect to C E R kxn. 
As a matter of direct computation we have for d E 9( B; d,) 
E[d] =B[d,+CX(P-do)], (2.7) 
Cov[d] = 02BCVC’B’, (2.8) 
Bias[d] = E[d] - B/3 = B(CX - I)(p - d,). (2.9) 
‘Furthermore we may immediately derive 
R,(d, BP) = tr{ ACov[d]} +Bias[d]‘ABias[d] 
=a2tr{VC’GC}+(j?-d,)‘(CX-Z)‘G(CX-1)(/?-d,), 
(2.10) 
where 
G = B’AB. (2.11) 
Our next task consists in calculating 
In a further step we will replace the maximal risk with an upper bound to 
circumvent the difficulty of obtaining closed form solutions for the exact 
minimax estimator. First we prove a simple lemma. Let T1j2 denote the p.d. 
square root of a p.d. matrix T uniquely given by T1/2T1/2 = T. Furthermore 
let T- ‘I2 denote the inverse of T ‘12, and let S+ be the unique Moore-Penrose 
inverse of a given matrix S. 
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LEMMA. Consider the set 9? given in (2.3), and define 
S := RT-‘12 (2.12) 
s:=r-R/3,, (2.13) 
Y:= {tEIWyt’t<l, st=s}. (2.14) 
Then: 
(i) We have 
(2.15) 
r= {tERklt=T1’2(p-p”), pE.ziT}. 
(ii) We have 
LZ?#0 ifandonlyif SS+s=s and S’(SS’)+S<l. (2.16) 
(iii) Ift*=S+s, tE.F, then(t-t,)‘t,=O. 
Proof. (i): Straightforward by direct substitution. 
(ii): “If”: Let t * := S+s; then St * = s and t; t * < 1. Hence there exists 
j3 * = T- ‘1% * + ,& with p.+ E 93 by (i). “Only if”: Suppose 3? # 0. Then 
there exists f = T ‘/2( p - &) with s E 9? such that ?t’< 1 and SF = s by (i). 
The general solution of St = s may be written as 
t =s+s+(z-s+s)z, z E Iw’ arbitrary. 
Therefore there exists a Z such that 
Pf= s’(s+)‘s+s + 2’(Z - SCS)3< 1, 
implying 
syssy+s Q 1. 
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(iii): Follows directly from S( t - t *) = 0. n 
Consider the class g(B; d,) of heterogeneous linear statistics for B/? with 
respect to the risk fun&n 23: defined in (2.5). Let 
t * := s+s, 
P:=Z-s+s, 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) Q(C) := PT-“‘(CX - Z)‘G(CX - Z)T-‘/‘P, 
where again G = B’AB as in (2.11). 
THEOREM 1. Zf 
?+?#0 and d,:=&,+T-“2t*, 
thenforaZZdE9{B;d,} 
(2.20) 
~~~~R,(d,B~)=a2tr{VC’GC}+X,,,[Q(C)](1-t;t,), (2.21) 
where h ,,[ Q(C)] denotes the maximal eigenvalue of Q(C). 
Proof. Using (2.10) and substituting fi = Tp’12t + &, d, = & + 
T-‘12t *, we have for a given d E 9(B; d,) 
R,(d, B/3) = a2tr{ VC’GC} 
+(t-t,)‘T-‘/2(CX-Z)‘G(CX-Z)T-1’2(t -t*). 
Since .%T f 0, we conclude by Lemma l(ii) that St * = s and t; t * 6 1. 
Furthermore, by Lemma l(i), for ail j3 E B the vector t = T’/2(j3 - &) 
satisfies St = s and t’t Q 1. In particular we have S( t - t *) = 0, which is 
equivalent to t - t * = P(t - t *). Thus we may derive for alI /3 E .% 
R,(d,l@)=a2tr{VC’GC}+(t-t.)‘Q(C)(t-t.) 
<a2tr{VC’GC}+X,,[Q(C)](t-t.)‘(t-t.) 
au2tr{VC’GC}+h,,[Q(C)](1-tkt.), 
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where the first inequality follows from the well-known relation X’QX < 
X,,(Q)x’x for all x E !Rk (Q n.n.d.), and the second inequality is due to [see 
Lemma l(iii)] 
(t - t*)‘(t - t*) = t’t - tit* and t’t < 1. 
Suppose without loss of generality that A,,,,,[ Q( C)] > 0 and t ; t * < I. 
Let m E 88 k be an eigenvector of Q(C) belonging to A,,,[ Q( C)] with 
m’m=l-t;t*. 
Since P is idempotent, we have PQ(C) = Q(C), implying m = Pm, and 
therefore Sm = SS+Sm = 0. Then we derive 
St=Sm+St*=St*=s, 
t’t=m’m+2m’t,+t;t,=m’m+t;t*=l. 
With /3=T- ‘4 + &, we finally conclude 
R,(d,Bj3)=a2tr{VC’GC}+h,,,,[Q(C)](1-tit.). 
This completes the proof. n 
Note that if tit * = 1, we have the degenerate case .7 = { t *}. 
The restricted minimax linear estimator (RMILE) results from solving (2.6) 
with the maximal risk given by (2.21). However, due to the nonlinear 
dependence of h ,nax [Q( C )] on the matrix C, this problem seems to have no 
closed form solution in the general case. 
This difficulty may be mitigated by observing that A,,,,,[ Q( C)] < 
tr{Q(C)), h h w ic results in an upper bound for R,(d, /I) given by 
*(C)=a2tr{VC’GC}+(1-t;t,)tr{Q(C)} (2.22) 
If we minimize q(C) with respect to C, the resulting estimator is not 
minimax; but its risk provides an upper bound for the risk of the general 
RMILE. This bound is sharp in the sense that the minimax risk coincides with 
q’(C) when we assume that rank(G) = 1. These ideas are summarized in the 
following theorem. 
Let 
(J := T- Ij2p (2.23) 
* ‘(C):=u’tr{VC’GC)+oltr tQ(C% (2.24) 
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where P and Q(C) are defined by (2.18) and (2.19) respectively and 
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a:=l-t;t*, (2.25) 
where t, is given by (2.17). 
THEOREM 2. 
(i) All matrices C,,,, E !Rkx” minimizing q(C) are given by the equation 
GC,,,( a2V + aXUu’X’) = (YGLJU’X’. (2.26) 
(ii) A special solution of (2.26), not depending on G, is given by 
co,, = au(u2z + (YU’X’V’XU) %X’V-1. (2.27) 
(iii) Zf G = gg’, g E Rk [ i.e. rank(G) = l] then there exists un equality 
restricted minimux estimator 
d,,,=B[d,,+C,,(y-X’d,,)], (2.28) 
where the minimax initial guess is given by 
d, := ,f3, + T- 1’2t *. 
The optimal choice CO,, is given by (2.27), yielding the minimum of 
map E p R,,(d, P). 
(iv) The minimal value of * is 
~(C,,,) = ao2tr( GU(02Z + (YU’X’V-‘XU) -‘U’), (2.29) 
and this minimum represents an upper bound for the minimux risk in the 
general case of restricted minimur estimation. 
Proof. (i): Since the function \k is convex, the first-order condition 
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is necessary and sufficient for a minimum of 9. Straightforward differentia- 
tion of \k with respect to C yields (see Dhrymes 1978, pp. 531, 532) 
a2CC,,,V+cwG(C,,,X-Z)UU’X’=O, (2.30) 
which is equivalent to (2.26). 
(ii): Since V is p.d., the inverse of 02V + 0rXUU’X’ exists. Hence 
cop, = aUU’X’(02V + (YXUU’X’) - l (2.31) 
is a special solution of (2.26) not depending on G. Setting 
p == &/a, M := V- ‘12Xu P 
and using the identity 
(Z+MM’)-‘=I-M(Z+M’M)-‘M’, 
we derive from (2.31) 
Co,, = pUM’( I + MM’) - ‘V- “2 
= pU(Z + M’M - M’M)(Z + M’M) 1M’V-“2 
= piJ( Z + M’M) - ‘M’V- II2 
= pW(z + pWX’V~‘XU) -‘u’x’v+, 
which gives the result (2.27). 
(iii): Since G has rank one, Q(C) has also rank one for all C E Rkx”. 
Hence there can be only one eigenvalue of Q(C) different from zero. 
Consequently we have 
tr{Q(C)l = i AiLQ(C)I =h~nax~Q(C)I~ 
i-1 
Since 7 is symmetric with center t *, we see that d, = ,Bo + T-‘/2t * is the 
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minimax initial guess (cf. L;iuter 1975). The statement now follows from 
Lemma 2 and the preceding remarks. 
(iv): Using (2.30), we calculate 
*(C&) = - atr{ (C,,,X)‘G(C,,,,X - Z)UZJ’} 
+ otr{ (C&,X - Z)‘G(C,,,X - Z)VU’} 
=cutr{G(Z-C,,,,X)UU’}. 
The result follows by substitution of (2.27) into this formula and a straightfor- 
ward simplification. n 
Without detailed investigation of the statistical performance, we may see 
that the restricted minimax estimator (2.28) uses the prior information .% 
effectively. 
Suppose for simplicity that T = Z and & = 0. Then g is the intersection 
of the unit ball &= {/?~lR~lP’fl< l} with the affine subspace .Y= 
{/3ERklRP=r}. Th us we have S=R, s=r, implying t,=S+s=R+r. 
Evidently t ., is that point in 9 with the shortest distance to the origin. Now 
suppose that t ; t * -+ 1, meaning that 8 moves away from the origin until A? 
is tangent to E. Then .?A? consists only of one point, i.e. .% = {t *}. Thus we 
have a situation of gradually increasing precision of prior information, and we 
should expect a gradually vanishing risk of an estimator using such prior 
information. With (iv) of the theorem we immediately see that t; t * -+ 1 
implies \k(C,,) + 0, and we conclude that the risk of the restricted minimax 
estimator (2.28) approaches zero. This is true even if the assumption of 
rank(G) = 1 fails. Of course, (2.28) is only an approximation for the exact 
restricted minimax estimator in the general case. This plausible reaction of 
RMILE can be easily explained. If t ; t * --+ 1, we have C,,,, + 0 and therefore 
d opt + Bd, where under the assumptions above, da = t *. Since in the limit 
case B = {t *}, we must have p = t *. Thus we conclude Bd.,, - B/3 --+ 
Bt * - Bt * = 0, implying that the risk must approach zero. 
While the minimax estimators do not necessarily he within the set 6 (see 
also Pilz 1986, p. 298) it is easy to see that RMILE at least must satisfy the 
inhomogeneous linear restrictions 2: 
Rdo, = R[do + G,,(Y - X4)] 
= Rd, 
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[since RC,,, = ST’/‘C,,, = 0 by (2.27), (2.23)]. Consequently 
f%,t = R( ,f& + T-“2t *) [by (2.20)] 
= R&, + SS+s (t* =s+s) 
=R&+s by (2.16>1 
=r (s=r- R/3,). 
Although the estimator (2.27), (2.28) is not minimax, if the rank of G is 
greater than one, the risk improvement of the exact, but unknown RMILE over 
(2.27), (2.28) seems to be negligible when multicollinearity prevails and/or 
the signal-@noise ratio is low [for a discussion of this point see Trenkler and 
Stahlecker (1987, pp. 222-223); for a numerical study see also Lauterbach 
and Stahlecker (1987)]. Furthermore it seems to be possible to approximate 
the exact RMILE by using sharper bounds for h,,,[Q(C)] [see Stahlecker and 
Lauterbach (1987) for an approach in the case of pure ellipsoid constraints]. 
However, the price we have to pay for this procedure is a more complicated 
formula which in general cannot be solved explicitly. 
3. PARTIAL MINIMAX ESTIMATION WITH ADDITIONAL 
LINEAR CONSTRAINTS 
Let us now assume that the parameter vector /3 is partitioned as 
where a priori the vector & is restricted to the ellipsoid 
CT,= {bEW((b-b,)‘T,(b-b,)<c,}, (3.2) 
which is contained in Iw ‘, 0 < r < k. The r X r matrix T, is known and p.d., 
b, E Rr is the known center of gQ, and the positive scalar c2 is also given. 
Partitioning p this way is always possible by rewriting the regression 
equation. For r < k the part /3i of p contains the unrestricted parameters of 
the model. Without loss of generality we may assume c2 = 1. 
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Suppose we wish to combine the prior information (3.2) with the linear 
restrictions (2.2). Then we have to incorporate the set 
$,= {P~(Wk(~=(/3;,&)‘, Pz’E&> RP=r} (3.3) 
into the estimation procedure. This problem is not solvable in general by the 
minimax principle (2.6) since in many practical situations we cannot expect 
that ?J8, will be a compact set (in Rk). Therefore the maximal risk may not 
exist. 
We will use a “partial minimax procedure” instead. 
moment that the quantity 
Y=(f+P;PJ’, PrER’, 
is known. Upon setting 
we obtain for all fi E ~8s 
Suppose for a 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Since T,, is p.d., we may consider the set 
=%,= (B~[W~l(p-Po)‘l’,(P-Po)~l, RP=r) 
and (formally) apply our theorem, where we substitute T, for T. After some 
simple steps by (2.27) we get the following partial restricted minimax 
estimator: 
CO,, = au(_PMz + zu’x’v-‘XU) %x’v-‘, 
where Z= 1- @it,. 
(3.6) 
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The upper bound for the minimax risk is now given by 
9(C,,,) = zo2tr( GU(a2qZ + aU’X’V_‘XU) -‘U’). (3.9) 
Clearly C,,, depends on the quantity 7, which is not known in applications. 
The situation here is similar to ridge regression. We may replace q with an 
estimate +j based on sample information only. The same strategy may be 
applied to circumvent the difficulty that the variance a2 is also not known in 
practice. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
If we replace q with an estimate ij and a2 with an estimate g2, the 
resulting operational minimax estimators become nonlinear functions of the 
sample information. As a consequence their statistical properties are difficult 
to obtain by analytical methods. However, simulation studies carried out by 
the authors indicate that the performance of operational minimax estimators 
is in surprisingly good agreement with the theoretical predicted performance 
based on the assumption of a known a2 and 7. Especially with respect to 
mean squared error risk, there is a distinct gain over restricted least squares 
estimators. From our studies we can recommend using 
(4.1) 
where pi is a taken from the least squares estimator, and as an estimator for 
a2 one may apply the mean squared error minimal statistic calculated from 
the least squares residuals. It should be pointed out that we alternatively 
could have considered the model 
E(Y)=($ 
cov(;)=($V b’) 
(4.2) 
under the ellipsoidal restrictions. Actually, minimax estimation with a singu- 
lar covariance was investigated by Drygas (1985). Unfortunately, the model 
(4.2) does not apply to the present situation. A little algebra shows that the 
corresponding risk function in the important case R/3, = r no longer depends 
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on the restriction RP = r. This difficulty was also noted by Toutenburg 
(1982, p. 129) in a similar context. However, as one referee has pointed out, 
the derivations in Sections 2 and 3 may also be extended to the case of a 
singular covariance matrix V. For example, if V is singular, a special solution 
of (2.26), not depending on G, is given by 
co,, = aUu’X’( a2V + OlXUU’X’) - ) (4.3) 
where F- denotes a g-inverse of F, i.e. a matrix satisfying FF- F = F. 
For the special case that the midpoint & of the ellipsoid lies on the 
hyperplane R/3 = r, an interesting suggestion has been made by the second 
referee. Define a k X k matrix 
R= ;* 
[ 1 (4.4) 
by augmenting R with a matrix R* such that rank(R) = k. Write 
g(P) = (P -&mP -P*) = (P - P*)‘~‘Hfi(P -PO)> (4.5) 
where 
Hz (2’) -lTjf-‘. (4.6) 
Then by setting 
y:= II*@, (4.7) 
y. := R*& (4.6) 
it is immediately seen that 
g(P) = (Y - Y,,)'%(Y - Y,> (4.9) 
for all /3 E .S?‘, where H, is positive definite (k - m) X (k - m) southeast 
comer of H. Hence the (k - m)-vector y may be estimated by the ordinary 
minimax estimator using ellipsoidal information only (cf. Lauter 1975, 
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Hoffmann 1979). Transforming 
uniquely obtained by solving 
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back, the corresponding estimator for /3 is 
[;I = [A”‘]B. (4.10) 
when y denotes the minimax estimator for y with respect to the constraint 
g(P) G 1. 
It remains to show the minimaxity of p” relative to some loss function and 
to investigate its statistical properties as well as it dependence (indepen- 
dence?) on the choice of R*. 
The authors would like to thank the two referees for their helpful 
comments. 
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